
2023 Toronto Mayoral By-Election Candidate
Survey: Safe and Active Streets for All

The Toronto Alliance for Safe and Active Streets for All, composed of Cycle Toronto, The Centre
for Active Transportation (TCAT), Friends and Families for Safe Streets (FFSS), Walk Toronto,
8 80 Cities, Toronto Environmental Alliance, Access Alliance Multicultural Health and
Community Services, and The Bicycle Mayor of Toronto, has identified four critical policy areas
that we would like to see prioritized by the next Mayor of Toronto: road safety, equity, public
health, and climate crisis mitigation. Through prioritizing and encouraging active modes of
transportation, the city will be better positioned to meet its targets within these four policy
arenas.

How our city allocates public road space reflects what our leaders value and what they do not.
We are calling on Mayoral candidates to make our city streets safer, more equitable, and
healthier for people of all ages, abilities and incomes across the city. Our future health and
prosperity depend on it.

The following survey will be sent to the Mayoral candidates running in the 2023 Toronto mayoral
by-election.

About the Survey
This survey consists of 14 questions. You will have the opportunity to expand on your views (up
to 300 words) related to many of the questions. We will publish the responses on our website
before the election on June 26.

We anticipate the survey will take between 10-15 minutes but may vary based on the time taken
to provide comments.

To begin, please provide us with the following information:
Your First and Last Name:
Campaign Office Location: (Please enter the first 3 characters of your campaign office or home
postal code).
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Part 1: Help us get insight into your transportation habits

1. What is your most frequent mode of transportation? (choose one
mode from the following list)

● Car
● Public transit
● Walk
● Bike
● Other (please specify)

2. What is your second most frequent mode of transportation? (choose
one mode from the following list)

● Car
● Public transit
● Walk
● Bike
● Other (please specify)

3. What is the most accessible (affordable, safe & convenient)
transportation infrastructure option where you live? (choose one
mode from the following list).

● Sidewalks
● Separated bike lanes
● Subway or LRT lines
● Bus or streetcar lines
● Arterial roads
● Highways (Gardiner/DVP/401)

4. In general, what is the safest or most comfortable mode of
transportation (in current COVID context) for you? (please choose
one mode from the following list)

● Car
● Public transit
● Walk
● Bike
● Other (please specify): ______
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Part 2: 10 Active Transportation Priorities that will improve road safety,
equity, public health & climate crisis mitigation:

1. Build Complete Streets across Toronto
In 2017, the City of Toronto adopted Complete Streets Guidelines, a set of policies for
designing streets that consider the needs of all people who use them, whether they’re
driving, walking, cycling, taking transit, or using mobility devices.

Complete Streets projects in Toronto include Bloor Street West, Danforth Avenue,
Midtown Yonge Street, and Eglinton Avenue. They have taken years of community
advocacy, stakeholder consultations and many committee and council approvals to
prove their merit on a case-by-case, and kilometre by kilometre basis. The data are
clear: Complete Streets incentivize local shopping and dining, create a healthy and
vibrant public realm, and provide safe and active alternatives to driving as well as transit
relief.

Despite the evidence supporting Complete Streets, many streets are still being
reconstructed based on the old standard that prioritizes the movement of motor
vehicles, leaving residents without even the opportunity to voice their wishes during
public consultations to choose a Complete Street design.

Do you support the goal of having Complete Streets in every ward of
Toronto and ensuring all road reconstruction projects are built within the
Complete Street Guidelines?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

2. Establish Vision Zero Safety Requirements

We are calling on the City to establish its own Vision Zero safety checklist of street
design standards which must be followed when a road is reconstructed or repaired, and
during active road construction projects. All road projects should also use accessibility
as a baseline design requirement to ensure they will work for people with disabilities. In
all construction zones that occupy road or sidewalk space, a safety checklist should
include creating temporary bike lanes, sidewalks and safe detour routes, rather than
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obstructing safe infrastructure for people walking or riding bikes without providing safe
alternatives.

Will you support adopting a Vision Zero safety checklist of street standards
which will be applied consistently city-wide?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

3. Streamline the traffic calming process
Traffic calming is the deliberate slowing of motorized traffic by making physical changes
to the street design such as adding speed humps or narrowing lanes. Traffic calming
has been proven to reduce collisions in both number and severity, yet implementation in
Toronto occurs on a project-by-project basis which is time-consuming and confusing. In
May 2018, City Council delegated authority of Community Councils to waive onerous
petition and polling requirements, yet barriers to implementation remain. Restrictive
technical warrants and a model that is based on a reactive, complaints-driven process
continue to impede the implementation of traffic calming initiatives consistently across
the city. Toronto needs to reform and streamline its traffic calming process to be
implemented equitably across all wards.

Do you commit to supporting the streamlining of the traffic calming process
in the next term of Council?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

4. Reduce traffic speed on our streets
Speed kills. A pedestrian struck by a driver travelling 50 km/h is five times more likely to die than
if they are hit at 30 km/h. Implementing a lower city-wide default speed limit is a critical
component in preventing traffic fatalities. In 2015, Toronto and East York Community Councils
approved the reduction of all local roadways with speed limits of 50 km/h and 40 km/h to 30
km/h.

As part of the City’s Vision Zero 2.0, speed limits on all local residential roads in the rest of the
city (North York, Scarborough and Etobicoke) should be reduced to 30 km/h by 2025. In 2019,
the City instituted the first phase of its Speed Management Strategy for arterial roads, where the
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majority of serious injuries and fatalities occur, by reducing the speed limit on approximately 250
kms of major arterial roadways to 50 km/h, which remains a dangerous speed that leads to
fatalities in 85% of collisions. In 2020, the second phase saw the speed limit on 250 kms of
minor arterial and collector roadways reduced from 50 km/h to 40 km/h. While design changes
are needed to increase compliance, a citywide speed reduction would be a meaningful step
toward implementing Vision Zero 2.0 consistently across the city.

Do you commit to ensuring the roll-out of speed limit reduction to 30 km/h
on all residential streets and to supporting the implementation of a city-wide
default speed limit of 40 km/h on all arterial roads?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

5. Improve safety and accessibility for people walking and using
mobility devices
People walking and using mobility devices are among the most vulnerable road users.
Collisions and deaths involving pedestrians are disproportionately happening in
Toronto’s inner suburbs where wide arterial roads with fast moving traffic dominate the
streetscape. We are calling on the City to fulfill the promise made in 2017 to redesign
our streets to eliminate the threat of being killed or seriously injured in a collision.

Interventions that provide the most impact in improving safety and accessibility include:

● Ensuring every road in Toronto has a sidewalk with a minimum of 2.1 metre
pedestrian clearway and installing raised crosswalks and curb extensions for
visibility and safety at all major intersections

● Providing safe loading areas for WheelTrans and vehicles with accessibility
permits

● Limiting the distance to 500m for people to walk between signalized crossings,
including TTC stops, all of which must have a signalized crossing
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Will you support these measures to improve safety and accessibility for
people walking across every ward of Toronto?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

6. Accelerate the Cycling Network Plan to expand access to safe
cycling
We’ve seen a significant increase in people taking up cycling in Toronto as a healthy,
affordable and convenient mode of transportation, particularly in parts of the city where
there are safe and connected bike lanes. The city has nearly 5400 km of roadways but
as of 2021, just 4% (~200km) have on-street bike lanes. Vast areas of Scarborough,
Etobicoke, and North York have virtually no safe cycling infrastructure.

We are calling on the City to accelerate the implementation of the Cycling
Network Plan, with the goal of allocating 20% of all road km with a network
of high-quality, protected bike lanes across all wards of the city by 2030.
This could be achieved by:

● Streamlining City Council processes for approved projects in the Cycling
Network Plan

● Ensuring all road reconstructions require a Complete Street by default design
● Setting publicly transparent completion targets for the Cycling Network Plan

including a regularly updated progress dashboard on the City’s website
● Increasing staffing, funding and operations to meet accelerated targets

Will you support these initiatives to ensure there is a safe, connected
network of protected bike lanes across every ward of Toronto by 2023?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

7. Support and fund Active School Travel
Municipal planning policies and priorities with regard to school location, land use, and
infrastructure can influence children’s choice of travel mode to school. Planning the
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location of schools near urban density is important to reducing the distance children
need to travel to get to school. Policies and priorities supporting the Active School
Travel Act improve the health of school-aged children by encouraging them to be more
physically active on a daily basis. Key policies and priorities should change the design
and management of streets to provide increased protections for children of all ages and
abilities, such as:

● Prioritizing safe crossings and traffic calming, especially on streets that function
as key routes for active school travel.

● Piloting innovative safety programs like the implementation of temporary car free
zones in front of schools in collaboration with school boards, residents, students,
and caregivers.

● Expanding the community safety zone review radius to 3 km (from 1km) around
all school zones

● Supporting long term funding for the City’s Active & Safe Routes to School
Program as part of Vision Zero 2.0

Do you commit to supporting policies and Active & Safe Routes to School
program funding to ensure young people can safely walk and bike to
school?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

8. Invest in equitable methods to manage traffic enforcement
The most effective solution to improving road safety is to build streets that are safe by design,
not by relying on police enforcement. The Toronto Police Service has acknowledged they have
engaged in racist practices and violence toward Black, Indigenous, and other racialized
communities. The safety of some road users should not come at the expense of the safety of
others.

Cities across North America such as Berkeley, New York City, Minneapolis and Chicago, have
been increasingly moving toward replacing on-the-ground police enforcement with community
led alternatives and automated speed enforcement (ASE). While evidence in the US has shown
that ASE has been effective in traffic speed enforcement and reaching more people with fewer
resources than traditional on-the-ground police, it can have disproportionate impacts on
racialized communities if not properly planned and executed. Improving the safety of all users
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equitably includes reducing the harm inflicted on racialized people who receive the
disproportionate majority of traffic stops.

We would like to see the City further its commitment to improving road safety equitably by:

● Having a fully operational civilian Traffic Agent Program that manages traffic in place of
Paid Duty Police Officers for all public events and road closures

● Championing transparent public reporting tools for traffic safety concerns (e.g. parking in
bike lanes, unsafe construction zones, snow clearance concerns), and using data
collected to inform policy solutions

● Developing a strategy and plan for the use of ASE cameras that is used in conjunction
with Vision Zero and Complete Streets Guidelines, with equity goals such as setting a
sliding fee structure for fines, not concentrating ASE cameras in low income
communities, and regular public reporting on ASE data

Do you commit to reallocating resources away from on-the-ground police
enforcement for traffic safety and investing in alternatives such as the City’s
Traffic Agent Program and transparent, equitable traffic reporting tools?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

9. Provide car-free spaces for active transportation
The City of Toronto has encouraged people to walk and bike for more trips through successful
programs like Open Streets TO, ActiveTO major road closures, Yonge TOmorrow pedestrian
priority areas, and weekend car-free pilots in High Park. Studies from ActiveTO demonstrated
that these programs did better at encouraging women, people from equity deserving
communities, as well as people of all ages and abilities to participate. However, in the last term
of council these programs became increasingly intermittent, and the most popular program
(ActiveTO on Lake Shore Blvd West) was canceled altogether. Projects such as the High Park
Movement Strategy and Kensington Safe Streets, which aim to reduce vehicular traffic and
prioritize pedestrians and cyclists, are good examples of opportunities for the city to go car-free,
but due to the tenor of a minority of people, ambitious plans have been watered down to
accommodate car drivers. In comparison, cities around the world that face the same urban
congestion issues as Toronto are increasingly prioritizing pedestrianization, such as New York
City closing Central Park to cars.
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Will you support reallocating road space for temporary and permanent
car-free interventions on a regular, recurring basis across the city?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

10. Support the multi-modal future of transportation in Toronto

During the pandemic, travel patterns changed significantly with many residents working and
going to school remotely. With a return to fully in-person and hybrid workplaces and schools,
there is an enormous opportunity to shift travel patterns to take more trips by bicycle, electric
and e-assist bikes, by walking, and by taking transit. Safe and convenient infrastructure is
needed to fully capitalize on the opportunity to shift people’s mode of transportation and meet
the City’s TransformTO goal to have 75% of all trips under 5 km taken by transit and active
transportation by 2030.

Will you support initiatives that promote alternatives to driving to fight
congestion, support healthy and active lifestyles, and reduce car
dependency in our city?

Is there anything else that you would like to tell us?

(answer key: yes, no & comment box up to 1000 characters)

This Mayoral candidate survey is from the Toronto Alliance for Safe & Active Streets for All.
If you have any questions, please email our co-chairs Alison.Stewart@cycleto.ca, or David
Simor at dsimor@cleanairpartnership.org
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